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SERCULE LAPTOP BACKPACK
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SILVERLINE
RAIN SHELL
“When I’m out and it rains, my lap gets wet. I have a poncho, but I never wear it because I have trouble putting it on - and it wasn’t cheap either.”

- David, my client & co-creator, a wheelchair user with low hand mobility (initial consultation)
Prototype testing for a variety of concepts
COLLARDUINO
WEARABLE ELECTRONICS HOUSING
COLLARDUINO: WEARABLE ELECTRONICS HOUSING
batteryarduino board
wiring originates at arduino in collar pocket, runs through collar, then separates into stitched channels
flipping back of collar up reveals electronics pocket
stitched channels secure wiring; zig zag pattern allows wires to shift with fabric
led bulbs
lightweight cotton material

GARMENT OUTER
INTERNAL ELECTRONICS

arduino board
battery
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GINGKO BOWL
packs flat!
user assembly instructions

natural inspiration: seed pod
SKEW MODULAR FURNITURE SYSTEM
skew is

space division, storage, seating & surfaces

for a daycare setting
The secret to skew’s success is in its dimensions. Infinite configurations are possible, allowing skew to adapt & grow with users.
Thanks for checking out my work!
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